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HGS’s holistic lifecycle management expertise builds long-term relationships that engage and retain your
members and patients. As a virtual extension of our healthcare clients, we deploy customized solutions to
drive real outcomes in the front and back office.
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Want to build in automation and analytics to
reengineer your member experience?
Since 2003, a US-based, top three healthcare payer client has turned to HGS for BPO savings and
improvements.
To deliver continuous value to this client, HGS recently introduced robotic process automation (RPA), and
major changes are underway within some of this client’s central lines of business. This solution employs
screen scraping, workflow management, task automation, data extraction, clipboard, and keyboard shortcuts.
HGS suggested several RPA methods for reducing the overall call-handling time for provider customer care
(PCC) queries. As a result:
• We saved the client $700,000 per year via average handle time reduction.
• In 3 workstreams, up to 80 seconds were saved per call amounting to 17% savings in AHT through
automation... learn more about how we could do this for your organization.
• Per those three workstreams, HGS automation solution may save up to 82 seconds (or 15% time savings).
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HGS Payer Services
HGS Medicare, Medicaid, and commercial client support
services lead with process maturity, design thinking, cost
transformation, and automation. We co-create and unify
front- and back-office solutions that scale to tomorrow’s
market challenges and demand. All with a member
and provider engagement focus, HGS’s end-to-end
capabilities help healthcare organizations with improving
operational inefficiencies while constantly delivering
ongoing quality improvements.

We currently employ
2,000-plus clinical staff
members, many are US
licensed RNs offering
Utilization Management,
Case Management, and Care
Coordination.

Member Lifecycle Management: HGS provides tenured support teams including
skilled customer care, licensed sales, and licensed clinical professionals to
support our clients members properly. Our professional member services teams
deliver improved member experience and provide denials management and
explanation of benefits, including handling of customer queries, provision of
Health Information Exchange (HIE) and co-op support, and help with Health Risk
Assessment (HRA) and enrollment with open enrollment support, new member
enrollment, renewals, and terminations.

Provider Lifecycle Management: HGS focuses on provider engagement
and back-office processes, as well as complementary services. Our provider
support staff delivers improved, omni-channel provider support based on
communication preferences, verifications, prior authorizations, claims status,
denials management, explanation of benefits, credentialing, PDM, and
population health and wellness program support services.

Predictive Analytics: In this consumer-focused era, data analytics can drive
better outcomes and improved program efficiencies. HGS’s proprietary Analytics
technologies help to build predictive modeling solutions to keep members
engaged and drive better health outcomes. HGS’s Analytics platforms can identify
members with one or more of 100 chronic conditions and more than 50 care gaps,
which allows for immediate care plan adjustments resulting in optimal outcomes.
Stratification of members with a proprietary predictive model calculates prospective
risk scores and a predicted impact score, with reporting to measure the outcomes from
your care management program against program goals among other benefits.
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Claims Benefit Management: Our claims administration services comprise endto-end adjudication services, research and overpayment recovery and denial
management. These services include: interface with clients’ auto adjudication
to effectively provide manual adjudication; financial recovery, processing of
claims overpayments; review of any flagged historical claims for accuracy
and investigation of claims for potential overpayments; claims re-pricing
that focuses on claims adjustments; and researching of claims for medical
appropriateness.

Medical Cost Management: With our concierge, health education, customized
analytics, and outcome management service options, we drive cost containment
for payers and help providers by evaluating their patients’ health outcomes at every
encounter in the most cost-effective way.

Workers’ Compensation: Our innovative workers’ compensation solutions include:
medical bill review, provider contact center, key from image, telephonic case
management, re-evaluations, provider data management, complex clinical and
code reviews, and medical relatedness and rarity.

Health Plan Enrollment: HGS provides world-class solutions for carrier and
member onboarding, supporting policy changes and retention through our back
office support, with integrated quoting and enrollment, marketing campaign
management and automation, and a comprehensive incentive and retention
program.

About HGS Healthcare
A global leader in healthcare business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer/patient experience lifecycle, HGS is
helping make its clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital
communications with domain expertise focusing on back office processing and patient contact solutions to deliver transformational
impact to clients. HGS takes a true “globally local” approach, with over 22,000 employees making a difference to some of the USA’s
leading providers of healthcare services. For the year ended 31st March 2017, HGS Healthcare had revenues of $285 million.
Log in to www.hgshealthcare.com to learn how we can help make you more competitive.
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